Seeking an associate veterinarian:
Are you looking for more than just another veterinary job? Looking to grow with an
independently owned clinic? Looking to flex your medical skills? We have the practice for you!
Our clinic is 10 years old and growing fast, having recently moved into a brand new facility to
accommodate our expanding staff and clientele. We are located in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia,
sister city to Halifax. Our municipality has been experiencing steady population and economic
growth, with many "big city" amenities paired with Maritime Canada hospitality. In Nova Scotia,
you are never far from the beauty of the Atlantic Ocean, our many protected natural areas with
hiking trails and other outdoor activities, and a diverse cultural community.
Russell Lake Animal Hospital has all the bells and whistles of a full-service facility (in-house
laboratory, Idexx reference lab support, telemedicine, surgical suite, dental suite, a DR radiology
suite [soon to switch to CR], in-house pharmacy, and behavioural services) and a fantastic team
of support staff (including dedicated surgery, exotic animal, and lab technicians). We are open 7
days a week but we are supported by our local 24/7 emergency hospital, so our staff are NOT
expected to be on-call for overnight or holiday availability.
Our team strongly believes in ongoing professional and personal development. We offer a
competitive salary (plus production), an extensive benefits package, CE allowance, and LSRH
certification. In addition, we can provide you with the opportunity to become more involved in
many aspects of the hospital as well as grow and advance in your areas of interest. Our patient
base is predominantly canine and feline, and we are experiencing significant growth in our
companion exotic animal services due to an increased demand for high-quality medicine for
these unique animals.
As our ideal candidate, you have:
-A Doctor of Veterinary Medicine degree valid for practice in Canada
-License for practice in Nova Scotia or the ability to become licensed
-Strong communication skills, an interest in diagnostics, internal medicine, and surgery
-A desire for compassionate care to foster long-term relationships with our clients and patients
-Experience with exotic companion animals is an asset
Full-time or part-time hours are available. We look forward to welcoming you to our team! Find
more information about our practice at https://russelllakevet.com/ Interested candidates can
forward their resume with a cover letter to resumes@russelllakevet.com
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